
IRISH AND ENGLISH. Portraits and Impressions by Robert 
Lynd. Crown 8vo., price 5s. net.

Pall Mall Gaulle:—“The publishn should be congratulated on the discovery of a new 
author, and Mr. Robert Lvnd’s name must be enrolled among the few English writers who 
can make their personal impressions vivid and en’ertaining as well as sincere and lifelike.”

Glasgow Herald:—“Of the thirty-five sketches hire collected, fifteen are concerned with 
people and things seen in Ireland and twenty with people and things seen in England. Each 
section has its own distinctive qualities. Mr. Lynd is an Irishman, and his Irish portraits 
and impressions have the convincingness that comes from intimate knowledge. But, again, 
he is emphatically not an Englishman, so his pictures of London and its inhabitants—for 
when he writes of England it is practically London only that he means-—have the freshness 
and vivacity that belong to impressions of a foreign country. On the whole, the Irish 
sketches arc to be preferred. Mr. Lynd is equally at home in the glens o; Antrim and on 
the kerbstones of the Belfast streets. He has entered sympathetically into the field- 
labourer’s life of honest, unremitting toil and the beggar's love of liberty and the crust. He 
has shared at one time or another in the fierce and fearful joys of an Orange riot, in the 
wild enthusiasm of a Sinn Fein crowd, in the dumb grief of a band of unretuming exiles in 
an emigrant train. Though brought up apparently as a true-blue Presbyterian, he is able to 
hit off the foibles of an eccentric Presbyterian Parson in a style that recalls some of Thomas 
Davidson’s letters in the * Life of a Scottish Probationer,’ He understands his Catholic 
countrymen perfectly well. Indeed, with the impartiality of a literary impressionist, he 
appears to have lived in Ireland on equally good terms with Orange fanatics and with fanatics 
of the opposite persuasion. There "is plenty of humour in these Irish sketches ; in the English 
ones not so much.

“ But he is always lively and readable, whether he takes us to Piccadilly with its gilded 
follies or Hyde Park with its mob oratory, to the Academy or to a boxing match in Horn’s 
Assembly rooms, to see the Gentlemen of England batting at Lords’ or to admire the manners 
of an English sporting crowd on Newmarket Heath.”
LUX HOMINUM. Studies of the Living Christ in the World of To-day. 

Edited by the Rev. F. W. Orde Ward, 13.A. Large crown 
8vo., cloth, price 7s. 6d. net.

The contributors include Professors A. S. Peake, M.A., B.D., and Allan Menzies. D.D., 
Principal W. F. Adeney, D.D., the Rev. Hewlett Johnson, B.A., the Rev. H. D. A. Major, 
M.A., the Rev. S. Lawrence Brown, B.A., anti the author of “ The Faith of a Christian.”

AIdersgatc Magazine:—“This able volume is an attempt to reconstruct the character of 
Christ in its various complexions, as revealed by the Old Testament and the New, through 
a recovery of all the permanent features of His Divine personality and human passion. 
The articles are of varying merit, but maintain a high level of scholarship and literary ability."

Baptist Times :—“ * Lux Hominum ' is a volume of essays of the * Lux Mundi ' type, 
and though it is not likely to create as great an excitement, it is certainly no less worthy 
of popular esteem.”

Guardian :—“ We owe Mr. Orde Ward much gratitude for bringing together these essays, 
which give his undertaking real justification, and deserve the attention of all who .are interested 
in the problem of modem Theology.”
IS A WORLD RELIGION POSSIBLE ? By David Balsillie, M.A. 

Crown 8vo., 4s. net.
This is a recondite work of great value. Mr. Balsillie has the necessary learning, the 

logical ability, and the fair-mindedness for his task. In eight chapters he deals with such 
subjects as the Reconstruction of Belief, Pluralism and Religion, Neo-Hegelian Religion, 
the Personality of Jesus of Nazareth, the Sayings of Jesus, the True Revelation, and Some 
Doubtful Sayings of Jesus. He cites Mr. Mallock’s and Mr. Campbells views, and the 
views of Professor William James and others, and the conclusion he comes to is that a world 
religion is possible, ami that Christianity must he its basis. He states emphatically that 
he would not derive his materials for a new religion from any doctrines of science or from 
any philosophical system, as the latter at any rate better tells what not to believe than what 
to believe. He would obtain his materials from some concrete realisation of the religious 
ideal, and no better realisation in his judgment can be found than that embodied in the 
personality and teaching of the Founder of Christianity.

Scotsman :—“ Specially well thought out in its critical passages, it will repay the perusal 
of readers interested in the new theology.”

Aberdeen Daily Journal:—“This is a book which will be read with interest by all who 
can appreciate ,1 broad-minded exposition of religious truth on modem scientific lines. The 
author has thought deeply on the subject, and has expressed his views lucidly and forcibly.”
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